Deep Space 1 photometry of the nucleus of Comet P/19 Borrelly
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ABSTRACT
The NASA-JPL Deep Space 1 Mission (DS 1) encountered the short-period Jupiter-family
comet I9P 3Wrelly m Sepemkr 22,2001, abwt s days &e€periklim. DSl's payload
contained a remote-sensing package called MICAS (Miniature Integrated Camera
S ~ C ~ F O E Xthat
~ ~kPl,~~ &
) da 1024 quart: CCD XX! a
R SPC~WZIX~~Z? ~ &-12sq
h
resolution. Prior to its closest approach of 2171 km,the remote-sensing package on the
spxecrzfi &AiL%d 25 CCD images #€tk
C W W t ad 45 ma-R speck2 (i). These
images provided the first close-up, unobscured view of a comet's nucleus. At closest
approxh, p m e s w f i g to a sedutim d4?meters per pixel, *& kteEsity of Lk C m s
was less than 1% of that of the nucleus. An kprecented range of high solar phase
zrgles (5249 &gees), ?+t?iIlg g " e * ~ sthat me in geIIer3l attaimble mly ?Ykn a
comet is active, enabled the first quantitative and disk resolved modeling of surface
~ W W & i&Cy s k d pX&%eters, imlLdizg 42% single pal-tide *.se
fiBcttm&K!
macroscopic roughness.
The geometric albedo of Borrelly is 0.029 k0.006, comparable to the dark hemisphere
G f Iaptlds, &e bwest albedo C-type ctstercids, &d the urmiz,?FiEgs. The B a d a&?&,
k y4 0.009 +/- 0.002, is lower than that of any Solar System object measured. Such a low
sf
?&e may e&&Dce Lk heating of &e nttlem &Ed sublimation of ?%Aatiks,?Vhi€h if: @&l
causes the albedo to decrease even further. A map of normal reflectance of Borrelly

shows variations far greater than those seen on asteroids. The two main terrain types,
smooth and monied, exhillit mean normai refiectances of 0.03 and 0.022.
Borrelly's physical photometric parameters are typical of other small dark bodies,
except there are indications its regolith is substantialiy fiuffier.The nucieus exhibits
significant variations in macroscopic roughness, with the oldest, darkest terrain being
siigntiy smoother. This resuit suggests the infiiiing of low-lying areas with dust &d
particles that have not been able to leave the comet. The surface of the comet is
backscattering, but &ere are substantial variations in the single particie p'hase function.
One region scatters isotropically (like cometary dust), suggesting that its regolith is
controlled by native dust rather than by meteoritic bombardment.

L Introduction
As remnant bodies dating from the earliest stages of the solar system, comets offer
important dues to the processes involved in pianet-building, ana to the physical
conditions in the primitive solar nebula. In their successive passages into the inner solar
system, comets undergo outgassing and possibly coiiisions with other objects. A glimpse
of their nucleus thus offers a detailed view of the processes at work on their surfaces
through time. i ne role comets play in terrestrial mass extinctions and in the tranpsort
of volatiles and pre-biotic material to Earth renders an understanding of these processes
particulariy compeiiing. The reservoirs for comets are believed to exist within the vast
reaches of the outer Solar System, in the Edgeworth-Kuiper Belt and in the distant Oort
Cloud. One important set of questions centers on the reiationships between asteroids,
comets and Kuiper Belt Objects (KBOs). Many Near Earth Asteroids W A S ) may
b$xtinct cometary nuciei (Hicks, I 997; Femanciez, 200 I), while at least one asteroiciaj
object, the Centaur 2060 Chiron, exhibits cometary activity. Telescopic views of
cometary nuciei in the inner solar system are precluded by the inevitabie fate of a comet
as it approaches the sun: Volatiles sublime and drag surface dust to form a coma that
obscure ne bare nucleus. Essentialiy aii information about cometary nuclei is obtained
by obse ations at aphelion, when the comet is least bright and most difficult to observe
(jewitt, I99 I; Meech, i 991j. These observations esiablished that comets are smail ( I -20
km in diameter), and thus probably irregular, low in albedo (2-5%), and grey or slightly
rea in color (Luu, 1993). Radar observations established roughness on meter-scales
(Harmon et al. 1989; Campbell et al., 1989). Rotational periods of comets range from
a few hours to several days, and they tend to be slightiy longer than those of asteroids
(dePater and Lissauer, 2001). The spin state often involves complex rotation around nonprincipal axes, due to the outgassing of voiatiles and consequent torques flat aiter &e
angular momentum vector (Belton, 1991). Due to the small size of cometary nuclei and
the inherent diEicuities in observing them, a spacecraft encounter represents an
unprecented opportunity to scrutinize and understand them. The first close view of a
cometary nucieus was obtained by the Vega I and Giotto spacecraft in I986 during their
flybys of comet P/Halley. Although the nucleus was still largely obscured by a dusty
com'a, some basic physical information on its nucieus was obtained, including a size of
about 16 by 8 km (Keller, 1990), and an albedo of 0.04 +/- 0.02 (Sagdaev et al.,
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The NASA-JPL Deep Space 1 Mission (DS1), the first interplanetary mission to
be propeiieci by an ion-propuision drive, encountered t'he short-period Jupiter-fmiiy
comet 19iP Borrelly on September 22,2001, about 8 days after perihelion. Borrelly is
r'ne archetype and eponym ofthe second-most common ciass of comets, tihe Borreiiy
group, which are depleted in C-chain molecules (A'Hearn et al., 1995) yet similar in
water and ammonia ratios relative to the more common Halley group of comets (Fink et
al, 1999). The primary physical properties of Borrelly are summarized in Table 1.
During the comet's rotational period of 25 f 0.5 hours, it exhibits an amplitude of 0.95
magnitudes (Lamy et al, 19981, consistent with a principle axis ratio of 0.4 1, if one
assumes that the change in brightness is due to shape alone and that the lightcurve was
obtained when the axis of rotation was perpendicular to the line of sight. This ratio is
consistent with the values of 8.0f0.1 and 3.15k0.08 km determined by the highest
resolution image retunred by l?S1 (Figure 1). 'lhe dust production during the encounter
was several factors of 10 below that of the Halley encounter, permitting a nearly clear
view of the Iiilcleus (Soderbloin et al., 2002). 3Sl's payload contained a remote-sensing
package called MICAS (Miniature Integrated Camera Spectrometer) that included a 1024
square CCD, a near IR spectrometer wiih -12nm resoiution, an Active Pixel Sensor
Camera, and a W spectrometer. Prior to the closest approach of 2171 km, the remotesensing package on the spacecraft obtained 25 CCD images of the comet anG 45 near R
spectra. The main results of the flyby, the behavior of MICAS, and the IR spectra have
been described eisewhere (Soderbiom et ai., 2v^v^2j.E e maximum spatiai resoiution
attained was 47 meters per pixel.
In this paper we describe the results of the first quantitative, disk resolved photometric
study of a comeCs nucieus. Gur resuits inciude the derivation of hciameniai
photometric quantities such as the geometric and Bond albedos, the solar phase curve and
phase integral; the derivation of disk-integrated physical photomeirk parameters such as
the single scattering albedo, the single particle phase function, and macroscopic
roughess; and disk resoived roughness and particie phase functions. Finaliy, we
construct a map of normal reflectances on the comet's surface to study how the range
and dismhiion of these ai'oedos reiates to the comet's geoiogic features and evoiution.

11. Observations

-

During the 90-minutes before closest approach, the MICAS CCD camera acquired
25 images spanning a range in soiar phase angies of 88=to 52". I ne images are iisted in
Table 2, dong with relevant timing and geometric information. These images ars the
first unobscured, resolved views of a cometary nucleus, as well as the first measurements
of the surface of a comet at large phase angles. When the nucleus of a comet is visible at
aphelion, it is possible to observe it only over a restricted range of small solar phase
iS 1go. Since !Sge
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phase angles are necessary for accurately determining both the roughness of a surface and
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observations enable the first determination of these physical photometric param9a-sLof a
comet's surface.
..
The images were obtained with a frame transfer CCD detector consisting of an,w<y of
-.
1024 X 1024 9 uradian pixels. Tne CCD carried no filter system; it exhibited a
broadband response in the 500 to 1000 nm range with an effective wavelength of-660 nm.
Integration times ranged from i .75to 0.mseconds. Tne images were radiometrically
and geometrically calibrated using procedures and files developed at JPL and USGS
Flagstaff. Preliminary results on Borrelly's geology, its shape, the morphology &its
and its photometry have been discussed in Soderblom et al., (2002). The best iesolution
image, obtained at a distance of3556 ian from the comet's surface, is shown in Figure"
1. Figure 2 is an image of 19P Borrelly obtained from the Large Format Camera at the\
200-inch Hale telescope on i6 September 13:iiO ET, approximately one week prior to
I
Deep Space 1's encounter. (XX Give the distance scale).
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radiometric calibrations to the camera appear to be good to at least the 10. Absolute
level. Extrapolation of the average surface a?? given in SoderbIom et ai. (2002) to
.-+a+
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0" degrees results in a geometric albedo of 0.024. Accounting for an opposition surge of
0.25 magnitudes, typicai ofa C-iype asteroid (iielfenstein and Veverka, 1989), yields a
geometric albedo of 0.03, in good agreement with that derived in Section 111from
'
ground-based photometry and the ESl determined size &amy et al., i998; Rauer et al.,
1999). (Here I is the intensity of scattered sunlight and nF is the incident solar flux.)'

ID..Disk-Integrated Photometry
Disk integrated photometric measurements as a function of solar phase angle yield
some of &e fmdamental parameters of a planetary surface: the geometric abedo, the
phase integral, and the Bond albedo, a necessary parameter for thermal modeling. A disk
integrated phase curve was derived €or Borreliy by integrating the D N s in each pixel of
the images listed in Table 2, and then scaling the derived brighness fo a common
'j
spacecrafl distance. Coma was subtracted from each image by estimating its intensity
from the ambient dark sky. Typically the intensity of the coma was only 1-2% of the
intensity ofthe surface; on ihe finai image it was much less than 1%. Tine results are
shown in Figure 3, together with ground based observations of Borrelly's nucleus at
smaiier soiar phase angles oi3", W ,and 3Sc (Lamy et ai., i99S;Rauer et al., i959).
The ground-based observations have been corrected to the maximum of Borrelly's
lightcurve, since the spacecraft encounter occured during that rotational phase.
\
Figure 4 shows Borrelly's solar phase curve with examples of other solar system
djerts (the mmes are "a!ized te wity 3%0"). -!3elly's &.rived pbse cmre is
similar to that of the C-type asteroid 253 Mathilde, which was investigated by the NEAR
S p c e m f t iii 19.97('Jc."-&a et a!. , 1997; cizik et ai., 1W),md ti3 a C""l?Ti3GSitC C - Q p
asteroidal phase curve out to -40 degrees derived by Helfenstein and Veverka (1989).

*

The geometric albedo of Borrelly can be obtained directly from the measurements in
Figure 3 and the DS 1- determined size. Extrapolating to a phase angle of zero degrees
with a Mathilde-like phase curve below 3 degrees, and correcting to the mean of the
lightcurve to obtain a visual opposition magnitude of 15.97,we r i d that the geometric
albedo is 0.029 f 0.006. This value is lower than that of 0.04 assumed by Lamy et al.
(IYY8). The error bars on Lamy et al.'s size (4.439.3 for the major principal axis, and
1.8k0.18 €or the ninor principal axis) translate into a 35% uncertainty in the geometric
albedo. When given our own uncertainties, due also primiarily to errors in Borrelly's
effective projected area. the two values for the geometric albedo are not inconsistent.
The phase integral, which describes the directional scattering properties of a planetary
s d a c e , is given by (Horak, 1950):
0

(1)

where @(a)is the normalized disk-integrated brightness (Figure 4). The observations of
Borreliy by DS 1 at large solar phase angIes enable the first measurement of the phase
integral and Bond albedo of a comet. A 4-point Gaussian quadrature of Borrelly's phase
curve (Chandrasekhar, iY6F'j yields a phase integral ofi3.27Sl.01. ?he Bond aibedo, a
value which expresses the fraction of energy reflected from the surface to thslt received
by the sun, is given by AB = p.q. The Bond albedo is a fundamental parameter for
understanding the energ transport; equilibrium temperatures, and wp3r pressures for
various surface volatiles. Borrelly's Bond albedo is 0.009k0.002, the lowest of any object
in the Solar System so far measured. Table 3 lists the geometric and Bond albedoes and
the phase integral o f ~ e and
~ &the€
~ ysmall b w - a l k ! Wks €@T capariwn.
Between 10 and 30 degrees, the phase coefficient of Borrelly is 0.024+0.002 magnitudes
per degiee, eomparzble tcjtbc t - z c s fm 243 Ida (3.027 mags/&& zfid 95t Gaspm (0.25
magddeg), but smaller than that of 253 Mathilde (0.040) (Clark et al., 1999).
The geometric albedo of Borrelly is low, but comparable to that of other objects (or
regions of objectsj located primarily in the outer Solar System, including the iowest
albedo C-type (carbonaceous chondritic) asteroids, the dark side of Iapetus, the Uranian
rings (Ockeri et al., IDfiT), and other comets. At least 10 C-qpe asteroids have visual
geometric albedoes of 0.030 or less, with minimum albedoes of 0.02 (Tedesco etal.,
19Wj. The dark hemisphere of Iapetus has normal reflectances as low as 0.01 or lower
(Buratti and Mosher (1991). Other cometary nuclei have albedoes in the 0.02 to 0.03
range ("Campinset al., 19m;Veeder et al., 1DfiT), including possibly Halley with an
alebdo of 0.04 +/- 0.02 (Sagdeev et al.,
19%j. Finally, several asteroids in comet-like orbits have albedoes between 0.0 19 and
0.038, if one assumes a slow-rotator model (Fernandez et al., 2001).

IV.A map of normal reflectance
A map expressing the intrinsic reflectivity of a planet or small body is an important
fool for understanding geophysical relationships on its surface. Albedo maps of other

objects offered decisive clue as to the mechanisms for surface alterations. For example,
the albedo map of lapetus oEered key evidence for an exogenous origin to its dark
surface (Squyres et al., Buratti and Mosher, 1991). Because a comet is a dynamic,
changing body, an albedo map is especially valuable for understanding the evolution
of its surface. Coupled with physical information on the roughness and microtexture of
the surface (section V) an albedo map represnets a powerful tool for answering important
questions such as: How large are the variegations in albedo on the comet’s surface? Are
the comet’s active regions connected to a specific surface reflectivity? Is there evidence
for past activity? If so, how much of the surface has been active in the past? Is there
evidence for exogenously produced changes on the surface, caused by such processes as
meteorite or solar wind bombardment?
Much (often most) of the variations in I/F on a spacecraft image are not intrinsic;
rather they are caused by changes in the local surface normal vector with corresponding
changes in the radiant incident and emission angle. If the image is not obtained at zero
solar phase angle, there is the additional effect ofthe solar phase function, which
contains physical imformation on the surface, such as its macroscopic roughness, the size
and size-distribution of particles in the optically active upper layer of the regolith, and the
packing state of those particles (Section V). Modeling the changing radiance incident
and emission angles on a comet is particularly challenging because of its nonsperical
shape. Although the mathematics of a tri-axial ellipsoid have been worked out (Noland,
E75j, comets cannot in general be approximated by that simple a shape.
Here we employ a shape model in which the limb and terminator are used as continual
constraints. The model fits semicircular arcs of a pixers width between the limb and
terminator along the sun line. The emission and incident angles for each pixel are then
determined from the resulting surface normal. To correct the FF in each individual pixel
to a normal reflectance (for which all three of the incident, emission, and solar phase
angles are Ocj, we use the the LommeI-Seeliger photometric function (see section Vj for
whch the normal reflectance can be derived from (Veverka, 1970):

where r, is the normal reflectance, p and PO are the cosines of the emission and incident
angles, respectively, and €(a)is the solar phase function. F(a)contains important
physical information about the surface, which will be derived in section V.
The highest resolution image, which is also the image obtained at the minimum phase
angle [Table 2) was used to derive a map of normal rerlectances. For a Lommel- Seeliger
photometric function, the normal reflectance is equivalent to the geometric albedo. F(a)
was detennined by constraining the average of the resulting normal reflectances to be
equal to the geometric albedo determined in Section III). Figure 5 shows the resulting
map in both continuous [Sa) and contour (Sb) formats. Figure 6 is an scan of normal
reflectances extracted from a line traversing the length of Borrelly. Figure 7 is a

histogram showing the range in normal reflectances on the surface of the comet's
nuclcus.
Borrelly exhibits large albedo variegations on its surface, far more than are typical of
othcr minor bodics. About 95% of&c albcdocs fall bcfwccn 0.02 and 0.04, a rangc of a
factor of two, with variations of a factor of three between the highest albedo and lowest
albcdo rcgions ofthc s d a c c . In contrast, approximatcly 95% of&c sur€acc normal
albedoes on 253 Mathilde fall between 0.04 and 0.057 (Clark et al., 1999), while on
Phobos, thc small, C-type (probably capt.rcCt:, satcllitc ofMars , --9S% fall bctwccn 0.06
and 0.09. S-type asteroids exhlbit a similarly constrained range: the 95% metric on 95 1
Gaspra is -0.18 to -0.826 [Hclfcnstcin ct ai., 1994); whilc on 243 Ida it is 4.i9 to 0.25,
with a slight bifurcation between two terrains (Helfenstein et al., 1996). The variegations
cxhibifcd by Borrciiy arc morc tqpcial of thc surfaccs of small bodics with icccfit sctivc
geologic processes or signicant surficial alteration mechanisms. For example, albedo
varicgations of up to a factor of two appcar on thc Saturnian satdlitcs (B-Gatti, 1985).

Is there a difference in albedo and albedo-range among the various terrains mapped on
thc comct? Figurc 8 is a gcologic map produccd from thc ncar-l imagc (Britt ct a€.,
200 1,2002; Soderblom et al., 2002). Histograms for the two primary terrain units
["mottled" m d "smooth* tcrrain) arc shown in F i p c 9. Thcrc is a significant di? crcncc
in albedo between the two terrains: The mean normal reflectance of the smooth terrain is
-4.03,
whilc &c corrcsponding vahc for thc moitflcdtcrrain is -0.022. Howcvcr,
substantial inhomogeneities and overlap in albedos exist between the two terrains, a fact
which is also cvidznt from thc afbcdo map [Figurz 5).
V. Physical photometric properties

Physical photometric models express the radiation reflected from a planetary surface in
tcrms of thc follovving physical paramctcrs: &IC sin& scathing albcdo (w); thc singlc
particle phase function, P(a);a function describing the opposition effect, S(a),which
dcpcnds primarily on thc compaction statc of fhc sUrracc and thc particles' sizcs and sizc
cbstribution; .and a function describing the macroscopic roughness of the surface, M(p,
b,a).For a surface in which multiple sczsering is insignificant (iiihich is certainly
true of Borrelly; see Veverka et al., 1978; Buratti, 1985), the specific reflected intensity
is given by (Chandrasekhar, 1960):

F(a)is the surface solar phase function, which contains physical information about the
surt%ce. Observations at small solar phase angles (0" to -12') arc pmicu1arIy importam
for understanding the compaction state of the optically active portion of the regolith: this

is the region of the well-known opposition effect, in which the rapid disappearance of
showing among particles causcs a non-lincar surgc in brighfncss as thc object bccomcs
fully illuminated. Less compacted, fluffy regoliths tend to have more pronounced surges,
if a i othcr factors, such as albcdo, iirc cqual. In addition, thc cohcicnt backscattcr of
radiation can contribute to the surge, particularly for high albedo objects (Hapke, 1990).
Unc widcly uscd modcf that chactcrizcs thc shadow-hiding mcchanism in plmctary
surfaces is that of Hapke (1986). The model characterizes the opposition surge in terms
ofthc mplifudc of thc surgc ifBoj,and L!c vvidth ofthc surgc, which in €urnis rclatcd to
the compaction parameter h.
Macroscopically rough features, ranging in size from clumps of several particles to
mountains, ciatcrs, and ridgcs, cast shadows and altcr thc local incidcncc md cmcrgcncc
angles. Two models describing surficial roughness have been developed: In one the
surfacc is covcrcd by a spccificd fraction of paraboloidal cratcrs charactcrizcd by thcir
depth-to-diameter ratio (Buratti and Veverka, 1985); in the other, the surface is covered
by fcaturcs dcfincd by a mcan sfopc modcl. 3 % ~dcrivation of macroscopic roughcss
offers clues to the impact and outgassing history of cometary nuclei. Comparison of
a roughcss niodcl of a comctary nuctcus with similar modcls of astcroids and othcr
minor bodies will help to establish evolutionary relationships and similarities among
thcm. Finally, roughncss modcls cnablc thc dcscription of rough fcaturzs G ~ G Xrhe
resolution limit of the camera, because the models are scale-invariant.
The single particle phase function is an indicator of the physical character of the
individual particlcs in thc rippci rcgofith, including thcir size distribttion, shapc, snd
optical constants. It can be simply expressed by an empirical expression that was derived
thc intcrstclfar mcdium (Hcnycy and Grccnstcin, 1941j:

Jb%

(5)

g = -1 corresponds to pure backscattering, +l corresponds to pure forward
scaifcring, and 0 dcscribcs isotropic scattcring. Small or transparcnt particlcs tcnd fo bc
more isotropically scattering because photons survive to be multiply scattered; foward
scattcring can cxist if photons cxit in thc diicction away from thc obscrvcr. For comctary
nuclei, knowledge of the mean particle size is important for understanding the degree to
which dic surface has bccn subjcctcd to such proccss as comminution of paiticlcs by
meteoritic impacts and annealing mechanisms. Do comets even have regoliths?
iinoihci iniportant qdcstion conccms thc dcgrcc of physical similarity bctwccn
cometary dust and the particles comprising the surface.
The unique derivation of physical parameters requires the acquisition of
mcasurcmcnts at ccibin critical solzr phasc anglcs (Xclfcnsfcin and Vcvcrka,
1989). To characterize the opposition surge, observations less than 12" (ideally
5.3 are required. Observations at large phase angles (,SO") are required to
characterize roughess (although careful analysis of limb darkening at smaller

phase angles is also an effective means to understand roughness; see Buratti and
Vcvcika, IsiSS>. Finally, tfic dctcrminafion of thc singlc pafiiclc phasc h c t i o n nccds
measurements at both large and small phase angles. DS1 observations coupled with
ground-bascd mcasurcmcnts at small phasc anglcs offcr a rangc in vicning gcomctrics to
derive the first physcial photometric parameters for a comet's nucleus. In particular, the
obscrvations at largc solar phasc anglcs arc kcy to undcrsbnding thc dcgrcc of
macroscopic roughness: such observations are not possible from Earth because comets
bccomc activc at thc small hclioccntric diskmccs rcquircd for largc solar phasc anglcs.
Physical photometric models have been fit to a wide variety of objects, including the
, Ida (Xclfcnstcin ct al., l996),and
astcroids 951. Gaspra (Xclfcnstcin ct d., I 9 9 ~ )243
253 Mathilde (Clark et al., 1999). One crititcism of photometric models is that they are
limitcd by thc physically idcalizcd assumptions that havc gonc into thcm. Bit with ihc
large number of planetary bodies that have been studied, comparisons among
objccts arc vaiuablc in undcrstanding thcir comparativc propcfiics and thcir
interrelationships.

Globalphotometric parameters. The measurements in Figure 3 can be fit to eq. 3 to
dcrivc global photomctric paramctcrs €or comcf Borrclly. Using a modcl that fits a mcan
slope angle, w, g, and the opposition surge amplitude and width, we find the values listed
in Table 4, along with thc cquivalcnt paramctcrs of othcr bodics €or comparison. Tfic
compaction state of Borrelly's regolith is lower than that of other small bodies, altbough
wc noic that with only a singic (ground-bascd) data point in thc icgion of thc opposition
surge, we do not consider this result solid. Borrelly shares the strong backscattered phase
funtion of C-typc asteroids and it is cvcn moic backscaftcring than Mathildc.

Disk resolved photometric properties. Although disk-resolved images at moderate

spatial resolution (> 100m) exist only between solar phase angles of52" and 70=, some
disk-resolved information on the macroscopic roughness and on the single particle phase
function can be derived. The effects of macroscopic roughness become pronounced at
these phase angles, and the hctional form of a surface scafi of the reflected intensity
depends sensitively on the slope angle or depth-to-diameter ratio of rough facets (Hapke,
1984; Rwafii a d Veverka, 1985). For the c~atr-rc~ighness
m&J, the psition sfan
inflection in the scan is a function of the depth-to-diameter ratio of asperities on the
>tu
,&
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~ Sp05;i:ion~
of t ; i ~S M ~ ~ofS 1.I: ex+n&ed
the I I G C ~ G Sof
Borrelly; two of the scans are in mottled terrain, and four of the scans are in "smooth"
tcrrain (SCCFigwc 8). A bcst-fit ciatci-roughncss solution for cacfi of thcsc scans is
shown in Figure 11 and summarized in Table 5, with an equivalent Hapke roughness
paramctcr for comparison. Disk-icsolvcd diffcrciiccs in ioughncss clcarfqr cxist on tJlc
surface of Borrelly, with "smooth" terrain actually tending to be somewhat rougher
(although thc *smoothest" scan is at the narrow point ofthc nuclcus, in smooth tcriain).
The base of Borrelly's jets tend to be low-albedo regions located in the mottled terrain
(Sodcrblom ct ai., 200'2j. Thc 'smooth+' tcrrain is thus rclafivcly unaltcicd tcriain that
may also contain clumps of cometary dust that fell back onto the nucleus. Our results
suggcst that thc cffcct of outgassing is to makc thc surfacc of thc comct smoothcr, as wcli

as darker, as lag deposits are left behind. The narrowest part of Borrelly may also be the
most outgasscd, as it is thc smoothcst.
Disk resolved information on the single particle phase function can also be derived
from the images at high and medium resolution. F(a),the surface solar phase fiincrion,
which contains information about the physical nature of the surface, can be approximated
at phase angles of 50"-70" by:

F(a) = P(a)M(a)

(6)

Figure 12 gives the F(a) derived from eq. 3 for three regions of the comet that could
be €dlowed 3~ougBthe fill range of solar phase angles: the central bright region, a
bright regon on the small end, and a dark region on the small end. These curves were fit
to thc cratcr roughness modcl and a singlc paramctcr Hcnycy-Grccnstcin singlc particlc
phase function to yield the values listed in Table 6 (the equivalent Hapke mean sope
paramctcr is listcd for comparison). Although diEcrcnccs in roughncss arc modcst, wc
find substantial differences in the particle phase function between these various terrains,
a rcsult that indicatcs thcrc arc variations in particlc sizc, shapc, and composition on thc
comet's surface. The highest albedo region of the comet contains the particles that
backscattcr lcss than thc comct as a wholc, indicating small particlcs that arc fransparcnt
to visible photons. An alternate explanation is that the greater degree of multiple
scattcring in thc highcr albcdo rcgion "isotropizcs" thc rcflcctcd light, as multiply
scattered photons tend to be reflected in random directions. We find this explanation
unlikcly, as "high" albcdocs on thc comet's surfacc arc still too low for multiptc scattcring
to be at all significant (Veverka et al., 19781, However, the most isotropically scattering
scgincnt ofthc surfacc is that ofthc small dark spot. This rcgion is similar to thosc
forming the base of active jets (Soderblom, 20021, and it is very likely an outgassed
rcgion of thc comct. Its phasc function, ivhich is isotropic to witJiin thc crrors of our
model fit, is very similar to that of the coma (Soderblom, 2002). Since the visual phase
function of thc coma is duc to comctary dust, our rcsults imply that thc dark spots consist
of a lag deposit of a material that is similar to the dust in the coma, or even of dust that
has fallcn back onto thc surfacc.
6. Summary, discussion, and future work
The Deep Space 1 flyby of comet 19P Borrelly provided the first close-up view of a
comctary nuzlcus unobscurcd by its coma. Thc imagcs providcd an opportunity to
perform the first disk-resolved photometric studies of a comet. The images were obtained
at largc solar phasc anglcs idcal for undcrsfanding a macroscopic roughcss and thc
phase functions of individual particles, both properties that are important to
undcrstanding 'utic cuicnt morphology and cvolutionaxy path of thc comct. Our major
results are:
1. Low albedo, and wide range of albedos. Borrelly has an extremely low geometric
albcdo, comparablc to thc lowcst albcdo objzcts in thc solar systcm such as thc dark

hemisphere of Iapetus muratti and Mosher, 1991), the darkest C-type asteroids (Tedesco
ct al., i959), and thc Uranian rings (Ockcxt ct al., lFS7), as wcfl as othcr comcts
(Campins, 1987; Veeder et al., 1987). Comets are unique among these objects in that
thcy commonly pcnctratc thc inncr sofar systcm. Thc low albcdo matcrial that is sharcd
by Borrelly and many objects in the outer solar sytem has been loosely linked with
prcbiotic matcriaf, and comcts havc bccn proposcd as thc transport mcchanisms for
bringing these precursors of life into the inner solar system. The non-detection of water
by DSi on thc surfacc of Borrclly (Sodcrblom ct al., 2002) suggcsts a highly dcvolatizcd
surface rich in a low-albedo lag deposit of opaque, refractory materials.
Unlike other very low albedo objects Borrelly exhibits a large range in albedo, up to a
factor of thrcc. (Thc cxccption of coursc is Iapctus, bdt its surfacc appcars to bc an
admixture of two separate components; see Buratti and Mosher, 1995). Because
individual arcas on thc comct havc diEcrcnt sin& parEiclc phasc functions, which
suggests different particle sizes, shapes, or size Qstribution, some of the change in albedo
may bc duc to particlc sizc. As a wholc, Borrclly is backscathing, a charactcrisfic it
shares with other planetary surfaces (e.g., Buratti, 1991; Clark et al., 1999). However, at
icast onc arca O ~ B O I T scattcrs
C I ~ ~ isofrepically, a chstracfcristic not sharcd by any
other planetary surface, but rather typical of cometary dust, including that emitted from
Borrci'ly (Sodcrbiom ,2002).
The Bond albedo of Borrelly is only 0.009, lower than any so far measured for an
objcct in thc Solar Systcm. This low vafuc is in parr rcsponsiblc for thc hgh tcmpcraturc
of 300-345K for Borrelly's surface (Soderblom, 2002). If such low Bond albedos are
typical of comcts, it mcans that thc comds highiy absorbing sudacc drivcs thc hcafing
and sublimation of volatiles. A feedback mechanism would result as the comet became
active: As thc surfacc subfimatcs, outgasscs and darkcns, its Bond albcdo bccomcs Icss,
making it even more absorbing.

2. Physical photometric parameters. In addition to differences in the single particle
phasc function, Borrcliy cxhibits diffcrcnccs in macroscopic roughncss on its surfacc.
The "mottled" terrain, which is more extensively outgassed due to its lower albedo and
what appcar to bc dormant jcts, is slightly smoothcr than thc "smooth- tcrrain. This
result suggests that the outgassing and annealing process leads to a smooth crust.
Altcmativcly (or in addition), low-lying arcas ofthc dormant rcgions could act as
collection bins for cometary particles that do not leave the surface. The net result would
bc a smoothing ofthc comcf's surfacc in thcsc rcgions. Within our crror bars, thc global
roughness of Borrelly is similar to that of other small bodies.
Whipple's original icy-conglomerate model for cometary nucleii traced out a path for
thc cvohtion of comct surfacc morphology (W%ipplc, 1950). Thc original surfacc was
irregular due the comet's origin as an agglomeration of planetestimals. As the comet
dcvolatizcd during succcssivc passagcs into thc innci solar systcm, dark clumps ("globs"),
which may have been the more rigid, less volatile cores of these planetesimals, develop
on thc surfacc. Thcsc comparativcfy rcsistcnt gfobs dcvclop into spircs or mounds that

can break off and be carried away (Donn and Rahe, 1982) or even come off the comet in
spcchcular splitting cvcnts, as may havc bccn thc casc with Borrclly about a wcct bcforc
encounter(Rayman, 2001). A quantitative model for the evolution of surface morphology
wifii
(Coiwcll ct al., 1990) suggcsts that whcfhcr a comct gcts "roughcr" or ++smoother*
time depends on the shape of the original topographic feature and the &stance from the
sun. In gcncral, comcfs in thc inncr solar systcm should gcf r o u g h with timc. Howcvcr,
whether roughness is in fact increasing depends on whether the globs stay on the surface.
Our rcsdts sccm to suggcst fhak thcy do not. Altcmafivcly, low-lying arcas on thc comct
could be infilled with particles that are unable to leave the surface. Such infilling was
obscrvcd in high rcsolution "2imagcs of 433 Eros, in the "pondcd dcposits" that
appear to embay preexisting topography (Robinson et al., 2001).
3. The existence of a regolith. The existence of an opposition surge on Borrelly and
our prcliminary rcsult of a vcry rluf&r sur€acc - morc f l u w than any astcroid - impfics the
existence of a regolith. We emphasize the preliminary nature of this result, which is
bascd on a model-fit rather than a dctailcd mcaswcmcnt of a surgc (Figure i ). In fact, she
one point obtained at a very small phase angle lies below our model fit. Our result that
regions of thc surfacc cxhibit particlc phasc functions likc that of comctary dust oEcrs
strong evidence for the development of a regolith consisting of native dust particles that
arc unablc to lcavc fic comcf (tVh~pplc,19%).This vicw is also supportcd by thc lack of
craters on Borrelly's surface (Soderblom, 2002), suggesting that meteoritic bombardment
is not thc controlling mcchanism in thc development ofthe regolith. Rickman ct al.
(1990) show that a stable dust mantle is likely on a short period comet, although a
pcr;lnclion Ciisfancc of 2 AUoi gcatcr cnhanccs its dcvclopmcir't. It is important in the
coming years to observe Borrelly near opposition at aphelion, during which the
opposition surgc can bc morc quantitatively mcasurcd and modctcd in terms of particlc
size, size distibution, and compaction state. In general, this is an important measurement
€or comcts that has not yct bccn donc. Borrcliy mill havc an apparition in swimcr of
2005 ideally suited for measuring an opposition solar phase curve. The minimum solar
phasc an& will bc 0.22 at ncw moon, with a visual magmitudc of 19.1.
4. Relationship with asteroids and meteorites. At least 10 asteroids in comet-like
orbits havc albcdos in thc 0. 19-0.038 rangc, suggcsting thcy may bc cxqinct comcts
(Fernandez et ai, 200 1>. Our results also show that Borrelly has photometric properties
vcry similar 'EO*Jlc darkcst rqpc of asteroids, thc C class (Fig. 10). Thc solar phas-b curvc
of Borrelly is also remarkably similar to that of 253 Mathilde, the only C-type asteroids
visited by a spacccrafi (Clark ct al., 1999). Howcvcr, Gsqpc astcroids arc i .morc
uniform in albedo. One model of the comet to asteroid transition has successively
larger regions of thc comct convcrtcd to inert crust as oufgassing progcsscs (Upik,
1963). This model is problematical from the DS1 data, as the outgassed regions have
aibcdos in thc 0.01 to 0.02 rangc, lower than thc darkcst astcroids (Tcdcsco ct al.,
1989). One possible modification is to have some dormant areas covered by particles
that havc fallcn back onto thc suxfacc and rcndcicd those rcgions cvcn morc inactive, an
idea that is also consistent with our result that the dormant regions of the comet are less
rough. Tncsz particlcs would tend to collcci in thc low-lying regions ofihc comct, as

seems to be the case of the medium albedo (p -0.25), uniform region adjacent to the
bright spot in thc widcst scction ofthc comct. This modcl would still !cad to morc
albedo variegations than are seen on asteroids, although only three low-albedo asteroids
havc bccn invcstigatcd in dctail for albcdo varicgafions (253 hfathildc, and Phobos and
Deimos, which are almost certainly captured asteroids). Furthermore, models suggest
that inactivc arcas ofthc comct caa bc rcactivatcd by cxplosivc cvcnts causcd by intcmal
heat sources (Prialnik and Bar-Nun, 1988). Perhaps "space weathering", the phenomenon
that causcs S-typc astcroids to darkcn and rcddcn with incrcascd cxposurc (Chapman,
1996) works on C-type material as well. However, Clark et al. (1999) found that it is
unlikcly that spacc wcathcring cEcctcd ehc optical piopcrtics of253 i%ab%ldc. Thc DS 1
images support the idea of Sekanina (1991) that the active jets come from regions that
arc a small fraction of thc comct's surface arca. Eowcvcr, global sublimation of
volatiles, driven by Borrelly's very low Bond albedo, may play an important role in the
outgassing of comcts and thc cvolution ofthcir surfaccs (Wcissman and KciEcr, 1981j.
The association of numerous comets with meteor showers has raised the possibility that
comcts night bc thc sourcc of at lcast somc of thc carbonaccous chondritcs. Proving an
association would be important, since these meteorites could then be considered a sample
of a comct's nuclcus. Comcts wcrc oncc proposcd to bc thc sourcc of mctcoritcs, duc to
the difficulty of moving asteroids from the Main Belt to the inner Solar System (Opik,
1966), but icccnt invcntorics of hiidrcds of WEAs obviatcs that diff~culty.Thc cxtitct
connections between comets, asteroids, and meteorites are elusive and a number of
dcrails conccrning composition, spcctra, strucfurc, and albcdo, do not work out. Clur
results only add to the number of these details. First, the average normal reflectance of
Borrclly is at fhc vcry lowcst cnd of thc mcasurcd iangc of 0.03 -0.11 for carbonaccous
chondrites (Gaffey, 1976; Johnson and Fanale, 1973). When one considers that the
iowcst aibcdos on Borrclly arc in thc 6.0 1 rangc, thc discrcpancy bccomcs cvcn morc
problematical. A Bond albedo of 0.06 in the visible region has been measured for one
carbonaccous chondrite, blurchison (Ficnch, 1SiSOj, which is far higllcr than i3orrclly's.
Finally, the phase function of Murchison isn't nearly as steep as that of Borrelly (French,
1886). If mctcoritcs rcprcscnt thc niost rcfractory, lowcst albcdo part of thc incoming
meteoroid, devoid of native volatile that sublimates in the terrestrial atmosphere, it is
difficult to icconcilc oiir rcsults with comcts bcing thc sourcc of thc carbonaccous
chondrites.
Acknowledgments. This work was performed at the Jet Propulsion Lab, California
Insiiitutc of Tcchofogy, undcr contract to thc Nationaf Acronaufics and Spacc
Administration.
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Figure captions (will beef up of course)
1. Near-1
''i i i
2. fahmtlr Large Format &I"ld image Y'
3. The disk-integrated phase curve of Borrelly, with the global
"Hapkc" fit.
4.The phase curve of other objects, for comparison. (Fix this cheesy figure.)
5.A map of normal rcflcctancc
6 . A scan of normal reflectance
" *'

7. Histogram of albedos fiom Figure 5 .
8. Gcoiogic map (Britr ct al., 2002')
9. Histogram of albedos for two major terrain types.
ig. Hcnycy-Grccnstcin g vs. w €or small bodics
11. Location of scans for roughness models.
12. Various scans from thc two tcrrains, fit to a roughcss modd
summarized in Table 5. The "smooth" is slightly rougher, expect for that one
with 13 dcgccs.
13. F(a) and roughness for various regions. The fits are
listcd in Tablc 6 .
Table 1 - Borrelly: Major characteristics
0.029 +/- ).006
4.0 +!- 0.1 X 1.6+/- 0.92
Rotational period
25 +/- 0.5 hours (a)
Perid
7 years
Perihelion
1.36 AU
Orbital inclination
30 deg
Orbital eccentricity
0.62
Discovery
Alphonse Borrelly (France), 1904
OH production
2X10**28 moiecuieds @)
Albedo

Principl &yes fk@

a. Lamy et ai. 1998
b. A' H e m et al., 1995
Table 2 - Images used in this study
Expos.
0.154
9.874
1.750
0.307
0.307
0.307
0.307
0.307
0.307
0.307
0.307
0.307
a.397
0.307
0.307
0.307
0.307
0.154
0.109

Image File Name Image UTC Range a
snip21-06-51.pds 21:05:47 83380
CC.D-hr-l-4.pds 2.1:04:17 82882.
CCD-far-l-5.pds 21:06:47 82385
snip2.2-00-1 l.pds 21:59:07 30358
sNp22-01-1 l.pds 22:00:07 29366
srip22-02-11.pds 2201 :07 28374
snip22-03-11.pds 22:02:07 27382
snip22-04-1 l.pds 22:03:07 26390
snip22-u5-11 .pds 22:04:07 25398
snip22-06-11.pds 22:05:07 24407
sSi@?-O?-f Lpds 22:oo:f)723410
sNp22-08-11 .pds 22:07:07 22425
s&Q2-12-34.pds 22.:11:32.1Sc156
snip22-1336.pds 22: 1232 17069
snip22-1436.pds 22: 1332 16082
snip22-1536.pds 22:14:32 15097
snip22-16-23.pds 22: 15:25 14228
snip22-17-06.pds 22: 16:02 13621
CCD-mid-1-2. pds 22 :20:25 934 1

Sun-SC-B

87.6 92.353

87.4 92.342.

87.6 92.371
85.0 94.952
84.9 95.090
54.7 35.239
84.6 95.397
84.4 95.268
84.2 95.752
84.0 95.952
53.8 96.165
83.6 96.403
82.3 97.749
81.9 98.150
81.4 98.600
80.9 99.108
80.4 33.616
79.8 100.009
75.5 104.266

.p-

0.109

0.1w
0.077
0.077

CCD-mid-2-2.pds
CCD-2I2id-4-1 .@s
CCD-mid-5-3.pds
C.CD-near-l.pds

22:21:30
2223: 16
22:25:43
22:26:43

8297
6615
4387
3556

73.8 105.992

63.9 109.358
59.6 120.444
51.6 128.375

Table 3 - Geometric and Bond albedoes of Borrelly and other small low-albedo bodies
Object

Pv

9

Borrelly

0.029 +I-0.006
0.04 *.0u-9.92
0.047 +I- 0.005
0.068
0.071
0.02-0.09
0.029-0.05
0.01-0.10

0.28 +I- 0.03

Hdey

AB

Source

0.009 +I- 0.002 This study
Sagdmr et d. 1986
0.013 +/- 0.003 Clark et al. 1999
0.027
Thomas 4 al. 1996
0.021
Simonelli et al. 1998
Tedesco et al., 1989
Tedesco et al., 1989

Mathilde
0.28 +I- 0.035
Deimos
0.39
Phobos
0.30
C-type
D-type
Iapetus
(low albedo hemispherej
0.032 +I- 0.003
Uranian rings

Buratti and Mosher, 1991
CTckert et al. (1987)

Table 4 - Physical photometric parameters of selected small bodies
Object

W

g

Mean h/D Mean slope

h

Borrelly
0.020 0. 004 -0.45 0.05 0.32 0.05
253 Mathilde 9.035 O . M -0.25 0.94
Deimos
0.079
-0.29
Phobos
0.054
-0.13
243 Ida
0.22
-0.33
-0.18
951 Gaspra 0.36
C-type
0.037
-0.47

20 5
0.0084 0.005
19 5
0.074 0.W3
16.4
0.068
21 XX check source
18
0.02
29
0.06
20
0.025

S-type

0.23

-0.27

20

0.08

Moon

0.25

-0.25

ZU

0.05 0.01

I

Bo
1.0 0.5

Source

3.18 1 .0 Clark et al. 1939
1.65
Thomas et al. 1996
Simon& et al. 1998
1.53 Helfenstein et al. 1996
1.63 Helfensteh et al. 1994
1.03 Helfenstein and
Veverka 1989
1.60 Helfenstein and
Veverka 1989
1.0 0.1 Buratti, 1985;
Hillier et al., 1999

Table 5 - Regional roughness solutions

XX- Error bars?
Line Terrain
1
2
3
4

5

6

Mottled
Smth
Smooth
Smooth
Mottled
Smooth

Q

theta

0.29 20
0.29 29
0.39 25
0.17

13

0.29 20
0.34 23

Lincs arc rcad ici? to right %om Figurc 70
Q = Depth/Diameter
Table 6 - Regional roughness and single particle phase functions
Region

Q

e

g

Central bright
0.39 +/- 0.08 25 +I- 5 -0.25 +/- 0.03
Smdl s3d Drigltt
Q.34 ".'- 9.07 23 +!- 5 4 . 3 e +;c 0.05
20 +/- 7 0.05 +/- 0.03
Small end dark spot 0.3 +/- 0.1
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